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DESCRIPTION

72379

2012 Michel Gassier Cercius Vin de France White

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$11.99

DISCOUNT %

$10.99*

8%

"A blend of 70% Grenache Blanc and 30% Sauvignon that was aged all in concrete, with plenty of lees contact, the 2012 Cercius Blanc
delivers a knockout bouquet of peach, tropical, and pit fruits to go with a core of edgy minerality. Containing a full 40% of declassified Nostre
Pais, it delivers an absurd amount of quality for a wine that sells at this price. Full-bodied, rich and gorgeously textured, yet also brilliantly
pure and precise, it should be purchased by the case load and consumed over the coming 3-5 years." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate 93pts

72907

2013 Domaines Ott Chateau de Selle Rose

$44.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright salmon-skin color. Spice- and herb-accented aromas of cherry, black raspberry and lavender are complemented by a subtle hint of
smokiness. Shows strong mineral and floral character on the palate, with red berry and citrus fruit flavors firming up with air. Closes spicy and
very long, with lingering floral pastille and orange zest qualities and a touch of anise." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92pts

72422

2013 Domaine Maestracci e Prove Corsica Rose

$16.99

$14.99*

12%

"This wine comes from a blend of Niellucio and Sciacarello grape juice to which is added some Vermentino to bring freshness. The
fermenting grape juice is stored in stainless steel vats in which temperatures are monitored. This wine, of onion skin color, is fresh and
delicate on the nose with notes of aniseed, fennel, citrus fruits or redcurrants. The palate is similar to the nose, delicate and elegant with hints
of grapefruit, red fruits and white flowers. It also has a slight mineral edge." - Reviewed by: Producer

72276

2007 Jean Bourdy Cote du Jura Blanc

$24.99

N/A

N/A

"Mature, with oxidative hints, as the citrus peel, walnut and lemon chiffon notes are followed by salted butter, apple skin and melon flavors.
Shows good tension on the finish, with a bitter citrus edge lending some spine. Chardonnay." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 91pts

72275

2011 Domaine Labet Chardonnay Cuvee Fleurs Cotes du Jura

$21.99

N/A

N/A

"Fruity and fragrant, this rich and complex wine also has a strong sense of acidity. Putting it all together, the wine has weight, aging potential
and a fine, zesty, tight texture. It needs to age, so drink this fascinating wine from 2016." - Reviewed by: Producer

72274

2012 Domaine Labbe Abymes Vin de Savoie

$12.99

N/A

N/A

"Roger Labbe’s Abymes is 100% Jacquère, a varietal that grows especially well in the Savoie region of France. While the appellation
tolerates 10% of other grape varieties, Labbe chooses to feature the purity of this varietal in this bottling. A clean, dry white wine; tangy,
chalky minerals and floral fruit flavors, it is a natural match for shellfish." - Reviewed by: Producer

72605

2013 Domaine Tempier Bandol Rose

$39.99

N/A

"Intense fruit and floral nose make this an attractive rose. The palate is rounded and full with fruity aromas of peach and pomegranate,
followed by delicate spice notes and a pleasant freshness created by acidic balance." - Reviewed by: Producer

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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